**Xcmg Crawler Crane Quy55**

Main parameters:
Max. lifting capacity:
Basic boom, 70t
Fixed jib, 6.5t
Main boom length: 13-52m
Jib length: 9.15-15.25
Max. grade ability: 40%
Engine: Shangchai
Engine power: 125/158kw
Dimension(L*W*H): 11500*3470*3400

Main configuration:
* Shangchai engine
* Hirschmann moment limitor
* Cabin with air conditioner

Optional parts:
* Fast hook falling

**Advantages of Xcmg Crawler Crane Quy55**

XCMG QUY55/QUY50 is a vehicle with great lifting capacity and good slip of the crawler's ability.

XCMG is Chinese first production which uses pilot proportional control technology, crawler cranes offer a full range of products, from 35 tons to 4,000 tons, XCMG XGC88000 is the largest tonnage crawler crane models.

XCMG QUY55/QUY50 crawler crane could bring clients the good price, quality and service. We have warehouse for the spare parts of XCMG QUY55/QUY50. Some popular spare parts will be in stock. Once you need, we could delivery immediately. Our warranty time for XCMG crawler crane is one year. During this period, your right will be guaranteed. FOCUS can accept different payment methods such as TT, L/C, west union and so on. Once receiving the payment from bank, we can arrange the fast delivery time for our clients. We can also make the special package in order to help our clients to save shipping freight cost. For the delivery method, it is usually by rol-rol for XCMG crawler crane. We can make a plan based on your demand. We hope to establish long business relationship with all clients.
Find us for more details